I Can Be Kind To Animals
I Can Be Kind To Animals
Instructions: Primary 1 Lesson 35 “I can be Kind to Animals”

See also:
File folder fun, zoo animals Big and Small
File folder fun, birds Big and Small
Noah’s Ark lesson and game…may be too young to play the game.

Copy off Black or white and color,
Or copy off colored animals. Best copied on card stock and laminated.

You can use these animals in a fishing game suggested in the manual.
Pull out a fish, using a bucket, stick and string with paper clip on end and a magnet on back of animal. Have them tell you how you might take care of that animal.

You can use and play a concentration game.

Or during the lesson you can have them pick and animal and place it in the dog house on the board.

To Take home:
You can cut out their favorite animal and paste it on the dog house. (have these copied and cut before the lesson.)